
As Marija noted in her comment to this post, with Jenny’s version lots of the background white fabric gets wasted. I would 
suggest you cut a strip of your background and make one template of the B triangle (with enough seam allowance added 
all around) to rough cut your pieces as I show in the diagram at the upper right. There is no way to get all of the edges on 
the straight grain, so as Marija noted I would leave the paper on your triangles until after you have sewn them together. 
(This is what I meant about some “modern” quilters playing fast and loose with bias edges. But...she made a lovely quilt!) 

**Photocopy at whatever % you wish for your chosen size block. This one, as drawn, has finished legs of the outer 
triangle each 4 inches, and the hypotenuse about 5⅔”.  In other words when you put 4 of these together with the A 
sections toward the center, your finished square block will be about 5 ⅔” square.Adjust the darker gray seam allowance 
up or down when you trim your triangles so the outer seam allowance will remain at ¼”.

This pattern can be used in other ways. For Jenny’s quilt the A section was the focus with the B sections background. 
How about making the B’s your focus and A the background? You can easily adapt this for a scrappy spider web type 
block by string piecing over either area. Or how about making a “wacky” scrappy piece of fabric and then using your B 
templates to cut pieces to use for the triangles? Try setting your completed squares on point. A very different look, and 
usually you don’t need to make as many blocks!
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** Adjust percentage 
on your photocopier 
to give you the size 
you wish. 

B-2 and 3

Allow space all around 
each triangle for seam 
allowance/wiggle room.


